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Our Firm's mission is to provide our individual and business clients with innovative, value for cost
legal solutions, excellent legal representation and a dedication to high quality customer service.

Confidentiality Statement
The information within this document is confidential to DesignOne Concreting and should not be disclosed to any other
person. This document may not be reproduced in whole, or in part, nor may any of the information contained therein be
disclosed without the prior consent of the directors of DesignOne Concreting ('the Company').
The contents of this document have not been independantly verified and they do not purport to be
comprehensive, or to contain all the information that a reader may need to make an informed decision.

No representation, warranty or undertaking, expressed or implied is or will be made or given and no responsibility
or liability is or will be accepted by the Company or by any of its Owners, Directors, Employees or Advisors in
relation to the accuracy or completness of this document or any other written or oral information made available
in connection with the Company.

Disclaimer
Although the information contained herein is believed to be reliable, DesignOne Concreting its Advisors, or its
Consultants make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein
or otherwise provided by DesignOne Concreting.
To the best of the knowledge of DesignOne Concreting its Advisors or Consultants, the information contained in
this document is correct. The aims, strategies, target, plans and projections referred to in this document are
based upon assumptions, which DesignOne Concreting consider reasonable, but any projections, plans, target,
strategies are subject to variation.
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1.0 Executive Summary
1.1

Revenue and Profit Highlights
At the formation of this business plan, DesignOne Concreting has projected a positive Net Profit Before Tax $
331,095 (18.25%) for the first projected year, a positive Net Profit Before Tax $ 378,814 (19.67%) for projected
year 2, a positive Net Profit Before Tax $ 476,717 (23.29%) for projected year 3, a positive Net Profit Before Tax $
542,035 (24.84%) for projected year 4 and a positive Net Profit Before Tax $ 635,651 (26.75%) for the 5th and final
projected year.

1.2

Financial Projections
The below five year financial projections for DesignOne Concreting were calculated using a combination of an
estimated number of units sold for each products and services for year 1. An estimated annual increase or
decrease in unit sales for the following years, and the potential for a price increase or price decrease in the sale
price of each unit sold, for each individual products and services line. The same calculations were used to
estimate the annual costs of each item for DesignOne Concreting.

Revenue
Cost of Goods
Gross Profit
Overheads
Key People Salary
Depreciation
EBIT
Interest Expense
Net Profit Before Tax
Taxes
Extra Ordinary Expense
Net Income

30 Jun, 2017
$
1,814,100
1,012,470
801,630
129,783
317,000
10,000
331,847
752
331,095
0

30 Jun, 2018
$
1,926,040
1,078,564
847,476
184,809
264,636
5,000
379,891
1,077
378,814
0

30 Jun, 2019
$
2,047,263
1,156,531
890,732
130,302
264,636
5,000
477,512
795
476,717
0

30 Jun, 2020
$
2,182,012
1,217,828
964,184
130,652
272,575
5,000
542,530
496
542,035
0

30 Jun, 2021
$
2,375,839
1,310,193
1,065,646
130,491
280,752
5,000
635,830
179
635,651
0

331,095

378,814

476,717

542,035

635,651
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1.3

Net Profit Percentages
The following Graph displays the five-year Net Profit % projections for DesignOne Concreting under the
previous heading 1.2 Financial Projections.

1.4

Marginal Cash Analysis
The Marginal Cash Analysis table displays a 100 unit assessment of the ending cash position based on usage of
funds into and out of: Revenue, Cost Of Goods / Cost Of Sales, Accounts Receivable, Stock, Accounts
Receivable and Overheads
Statement Date
Period Length
Currency

30 Jun, 2017
12 Months
$
Projection
Budget

30 Jun, 2018
12 Months
$
Projection
Budget

30 Jun, 2019
12 Months
$
Projection
Budget

30 Jun, 2020
12 Months
$
Projection
Budget

30 Jun, 2021
12 Months
$
Projection
Budget

100
55.81
44.19
0
.68
1.5
-.82
45.01
25.34
19.66

100
56
44
0
.86
1.66
-.81
44.81
24.02
20.79

100
56.49
43.51
0
.94
1.74
-.8
44.31
19.94
24.37

100
55.81
44.19
0
.98
1.78
-.8
44.99
19.09
25.89

100
55.15
44.85
0
.98
1.77
-.8
45.65
17.88
27.77

Revenue
Cost of Goods
Gross Profit
Accounts Receivable
Inventory
Accounts Payable
Working Capital
Marginal Cash Flow
Overheads
Net Variable Cash Flow
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1.5

Marginal Cash Flow Graph
The following graph displays the five-year Net Variable Cash Flow for DesignOne Concreting under the
previous heading 1.4 Marginal Cash Analysis.

1.6

Financial Ratios
The financial ratios have been included in the Executive Summary to give clarity toward the operational viability
of DesignOne Concreting. All standard business financial ratios have been included, however some may not be
appropriate and will be marked with an – to indicate no value.
30 Jun, 2017

30 Jun, 2018

30 Jun, 2019

30 Jun, 2020

30 Jun, 2021

44.2%
55.8%
25.3%
18.3%

44%
56%
24%
19.7%

43.5%
56.5%
19.9%
23.3%

44.2%
55.8%
19.1%
24.8%

44.9%
55.1%
17.9%
26.8%

Growth Measures
Revenue Growth%
Gross Profit Growth%
Net Profit Growth%

-12.2%
-4.3%
1506.2%

6.2%
5.7%
14.4%

6.3%
5.1%
25.8%

6.6%
8.2%
13.7%

8.9%
10.5%
17.3%

Efficiency Measures
Days Receivable
Inventory Days
Days Payable
Current Ratio
Debt Ratio

45
7
7
3.09
.509

45
7
7
5.19
.301

45
7
7
7.74
.198

45
7
7
10.55
.142

45
7
7
14.17
.107

Profitability Measures
Gross Profit Margin
Cost of Goods%
Overheads%
Net Profit Before Tax%
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1.7

Overview Of Our Products and Services
The following table outlines the products and services that DesignOne Concreting offers our customers. We
believe that these products and services give us the best method to generate revenue and sustainable profits.
Products and Services
House Slab
Shed and Tank Concrete Slabs
Driveways
Concrete Foundations
Retaining Walls
Multi Level Construction
Skate Parks
Foot Paths
Mining Works

1.8

Price
$17,000.00
$5,100.00
$2,328.00
$12,000.00
$25,000.00
$500,000.00
$95,000.00
$15,000.00
$12,000.00

What We Do
The business was originally established in order to create a high quality construction company as Simon Scott
and James Scott were frustrated working within an industry where there were so many low quality companies
doing work that was of very poor quality.
We undertake concrete pouring or other concrete work on construction projects which include foundation and
paving concreting, general concreting and other concreting and construction for local householders, mid tiered
developers and small mining companies.

1.9

Ownership
The current percentage of ownership held and those people who hold an ownership percentage within
DesignOne Concreting is as follows:
Name
Simon Scott
James Scott
Harry Scott

Ownership
45%
35%
20%

1.10 Our Mission
Our below mission statement guides the actions of DesignOne Concreting, spells out our overall goal,provide
us with a clear path, and guides our decision-making - Our Mission is:
Our Firm's mission is to provide our individual and business clients with innovative, value for cost legal solutions,
excellent legal representation and a dedication to high quality customer service.

1.11 Our Unique Selling Proposition
Differentiation is one of the most important strategic and tactical activities in which DesignOne
Concreting constantly engages – Our Unique Selling Proposition therefore is:
We are working on a process to create a USP of "On time, on budge of its free". However we are still need to
Change a number of internal process to be able to meet this USP. Currently our USP is "The People You
Can Trust".

1.12 Important Goals
In order for DesignOne Concreting to achieve its stated revenue goals as defined in '1.1 Revenue And
Profit Highlights' and '1.2 Financial Projections', the following key goals have been outlined.
•
•

$108,000 in Profits
Open a 3rd Office In Sydney

1.13 What Makes Us Successful
As well as the achievement of our goals listed under '1.12 Important Goals', the following items are considered to
be factors adding toward the ongoing success of DesignOne Concreting.
Gross Margin Of 42% Of Revenue
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We need to maintain a greater than a 42% Gross Profit Margin for the business to be able to pay its overheads
and make a profit.
Operational Expenses Less Than 39% Of Revenue
Our operational expenses need to be kept to a ratio of 39% of revenue or lower, for us to meet or exceed our
profit goals of 2.0% of revenue.
Debtor Days, Creditor Days, Stock Days
to support cash flow expectations of the business - Debtor days needs to fall below 45 days, Creditor days
increase to greater than 6 days and stock days to be less than 1.5 days. This area also needs to take into
consideration Gross Margin and Expense Margin.
Revenue Via Price and Volume
During the next twelve months we need to improve our price by 2%. This will be achieved from reducing our
discounting of 10% toe be less than 8%. Volume of the last 12 months must be slightly exceeded so that our
revenue exceeds $2,031,000.

1.14 Capital Purchase
The following is an outline of any Capital Purchase Items needed by DesignOne Concreting over the next 5 years.
Capital Items - Via Cash
General Concreting Equipment

Value
5,000

Capital Items - Debit Amount
Concrete Loader

Value
25,000

30,000
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2.0 Business at a Glance
2.1

History
2.1.1

Date Business Established
1/07/2013

2.1.2

Operating History
Any important historical achievements for DesignOne Concreting, those considered worthy of
mention and / or which have been considered as milestones have been provided below:
First Building Purchase
We purchased our first building in October of 2001 for our office and storage of key equipment.
Open Second Office
Open a second office in Gladston to take advantage of the mining industry and changes in the growth of
natural gas exports to China, expansion of the port facilities and construction work needed for
associated housing.
First Contract From BHP
Received an ongoing contract with BHP re the construction of concrete housing facilities for
migrant workers.
Purchase Of Competitor
We purchased one of our competitors (Float Concreting) who had developed a unique method of
concreting. This gave us the ability to tender on jobs where the density of concrete must be normalised
across the entire pour.

2.2

Structure
2.2.1

Key People Involved
Those people who hold key positions within DesignOne Concreting are listed below, along with
their current position and an overview of their duties.
Simon Scott (Director and CEO)
• Ensure all daily operations are compliant
• Be informed of and understand financial position at all times
• Ensure all staff are adequately trained
• Ensure KPI's are met by all staff members
• Maintain relevant responsibilities pertaining to shareholders
• Assist external administrators by providing company records
James Scott (Head of Tender & Construction)
• Compile estimates of products or services to clients
• Assess material, labour and equipment required
• Analyse quotes from sub-contractors and suppliers for tenders
• Client and supplier liaison on all projects
• Maintain bill of quantities and drawings
• Maintain compliance on all projects
Harry Scott (CFO)
• Ensure financial position of company is maintained
• Ensure company trades solvent
• Ensure transactions and financial position are explainable
• Report all findings to Director in an efficient and timely manner
• Manage all strategic and tactical matters
• Manage budget management, cost–benefit analysis and forecasting
• Secure funding where required
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Samantha John-Jones (Accounts)
• Keep adequate financial records
• Enter all relevant data in accounting software
• Produce reports as required
• Reception duties & order office supplies as required
• Maintain records of products & stock
• Maintain client & project records

2.3

Success Factors
The following is a list of key factors that DesignOne Concreting believes are important to the ongoing success
of DesignOne Concreting.
Gross Margin Of 42% Of Revenue
We need to maintain a greater than a 42% Gross Profit Margin for the business to be able to pay its overheads
and make a profit.
Operational Expenses Less Than 39% Of Revenue
Our operational expenses need to be kept to a ratio of 39% of revenue or lower, for us to meet or exceed our
profit goals of 2.0% of revenue.
Debtor Days, Creditor Days, Stock Days
to support cash flow expectations of the business - Debtor days needs to fall below 45 days, Creditor days
increase to greater than 6 days and stock days to be less than 1.5 days. This area also needs to take into
consideration Gross Margin and Expense Margin.
Revenue Via Price and Volume
During the next twelve months we need to improve our price by 2%. This will be achieved from reducing our
discounting of 10% toe be less than 8%. Volume of the last 12 months must be slightly exceeded so that our
revenue exceeds $2,031,000.

2.4

Intellectual Property
Intellectual property is a list of any confidential information/trade secrets, trade name(s), and trademark (s), also
domain names, industrial designs and copyright and related rights, and any utility models and patents for
inventions that DesignOne Concreting owns.

2.4.1

Registered Business
The business names that are registered and owned by DesignOne Concreting and / or by
associated entities.
DesignOne Concreting Pty Ltd
Main operating business for the Chermside facilities.
DesignOne Concreting (Gladstone)
Main operating business for the Gladstone facilities
DesignOneIP
Holder of all of the intellectual property rights of DesignOne concreting.

2.4.2

Domain Names
The domain names (URL’s) that are registered and owned by DesignOne Concreting and / or by
associated entities.
www.designoneconcretingaustralia.com
Builds credibility and is the main site for customers to visit.
www.designonechermside.com.au
Main site for the Chermside facility.
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www.designonegladstone.com.au
Main site for the Gladstone facility.
www.yourconcreting.com.au
Lead generation for concrete driveways.

2.4.3

Trademarks And Patents
The business names that are registered and owned by DesignOne Concreting and / or by
associated entities.
DesignOne
Main trademark of our trading logo.
YourConcreting
Logo for the domestic market place.
SpeedyConcreting
Logo for the lower end of the market place.
Air Extraction
Concrete air extraction, vibrating concrete to make it denser.

2.4.4

Memberships / Licenses Held
Any important memberships or licenses held by DesignOne Concreting and / or associated entities,
which are important to the ongoing success of DesignOne Concreting.
Australian Concrete Repair Association
The Association's members are at the forefront of concrete repair technology worldwide and include
companies and individuals with an interest in repairing and protecting concrete, including:
Specialist consultants and engineers, Specialist repair contractors, Specialist materials suppliers,
and Asset owners.
American Concrete Institute
The American Concrete Institute (ACI) is a leading authority and resource worldwide for the
development and distribution of consensus-based standards, technical resources, educational programs,
and proven expertise for individuals and organizations involved in concrete design, construction, and
materials, who share a commitment to pursuing the best use of concrete.
Maser Builders Association Australia
Master Builders is the major Australian building and construction industry association. Its primary role is
to promote the viewpoints and interests of the building and construction industry and to provide services
to members in a broad range of areas including training, legal services, industrial relations, building codes
and standards, industry economics and international relations.
Clean Energy Council
Members are involved in the development or deployment of clean energy technologies such as bioenergy,
cogeneration, energy efficiency, geothermal, hydro, solar, solar hot water, marine energy and wind. - See
more at: http://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/about.html#sthash.FFRctY25.dpuf
Green Building Council Of Australia
To drive the transition of the Australian property industry towards:
Sustainability by promoting green building programs, technologies, design practices and operations.
Integration of green building initiatives into mainstream design, construction and operation of buildings.

Roads Australia
The Roads Australia Fellowship Program is a prestigious new mentorship program for members that pairs
national industry leaders with high performing candidates with 10-15 years of work experience.
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2.5

Premises, Plant And Equipment
2.5.1

Premises
Detailing the current and planned premises locations for DesignOne Concreting and the main focus of the
location.
Chermside Facilities
The main office and construction tender facilities for both this office and the Gladstone office. Key
activities include quoting on tenders, organisation of jobs within South East Queensland, purchase of
equipment and purchase of materials for jobs for both facilities and the overall accounting functions.
Construction of customer projects throughout South East Queensland.
Gladstone Facilities
Small tender of jobs within the local Gladstone area (larger tenders are completed by the Chermside
office). Completion of construction work for clients within the Gladstone area.
Chermside Facilities
The main office and constriction tender facilities for both this office and the Gladstone office. Key
activities include quoting on tenders, organisation of jobs within South East Queensland, purchase of
equipment and purchase of materials for jobs for both facilities and the overall accounting functions.
Construction of customer projects throughout South East Queensland.
Gladstone Facilities
Small tender of jobs within the local Gladstone area (larger tenders are completed by the Chermside
office). Completion of construction work for clients within the Gladstone area.

2.5.2

Current Plant And Equipment
Detailing the current plant and equipment owned by DesignOne Concreting and the associated value.
Name Of Item
Concrete pump mounted onto a 3 tone truck
Industrial concrete mixer
3 x (4 x 4) commercial vehicles
2 large photocopier machines
Various concrete finishing equipment

2.6

Value
29,000
18,000
75,000
5,000
2,294

Insurances
Insurances of the business are listed below:
•
General Business Insurance
•
Liability Insurance
•
Vehicle Insurance
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3.0 SWOT
The SWOT Analysis has been a useful technique for DesignOne Concreting to more clearly understanding
our Strengths and Weaknesses, and for more clearly identifying both the Opportunities open to us and the
potential. Threats we may face now and into the future.
The SWOT analysis has supported DesignOne Concreting has helped us carve a sustainable niche within
our market.
3.1

Strengths
The Strengths of DesignOne Concreting are the assets and resources that provide us with a competitive
advantage or benefit.
Strong Relationships
Our business has a strong relationship in the local community and normally wins jobs with only one quote.
Job Costing System
We have a good job costing system, and even though its a manual system, we normally know our break even
point before we start the job.
Key People Long Time In The Industry
Our key people have been working in this industry for at least 15 years as an average. This allows us to maintain
a healthy level of productivity.

3.2

Weaknesses
The current Weaknesses of DesignOne Concreting are the assets and resources that provide us with a
competitive advantage or benefit. DesignOne Concreting which we consider are the deficiencies that compromise
our ability to achieve our goals.
Pricing Strategy
We have been pricing at a loss to win the jobs.
Older Machinery
Some of our machinery is old and as such needs to be replaced before our maintenance costs increase, or
worse, our productivity falls due to machinery breaking down on jobs.
Loss Of Key Person
Harry Scott is leaving the company and this will leave our business with less skills.

3.3

Risk Management Weaknesses
The following are those risk mitigation strategies DesignOne Concreting will employ to reduce the affect of
any weaknesses.
Pricing Strategy
Reduce the level of discounting from 10% to 8% or less. Focus more on sales skills rather than discounting skills.
Keep records of list price to discounted price.
Older Machinery
Set a purchase schedule for new equipment and cost out future purchases. This must be in line with the right
equipment for future job needs.
Loss Of Key Person
Up Skill other team members to spread the skill set across more people. This will support immediate needs, as
well as make the company more robust in the future.

3.4

Opportunities
Opportunities for DesignOne Concreting are those favourable outcomes that currently are not yet being developed
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or taken advantage.
Mining Industry Heating Up (Certain Segments)
While the mining industry is reducing in a lot of areas, there is some key areas heating up and there is a
healthy level of opportunity if we are able to move our operation closer.
Large Estate Approval
There is a large estate starting within 5 kilometres from our office and given our good name within this
community we have a chance to win a lot of work.

3.5

Threats
The Threats to DesignOne Concreting are those events or outcomes that could potentially threaten the existence
of DesignOne Concreting or may reduce its income or the value of our assets.
Bank Concerned With Cash Flow
The bank has contacted us regarding our cash flow and we need to discuss with them why they should not
take away our overdraft.
Government Budget Cuts
Our government clients have had a budget cut and this will affect some of our government work over the coming
12 months.
New Competitor
There is a new competitor in the market and they are having an affect on our prices in the government
market place.

3.6

Risk Management Threats
The following are those risk mitigation strategies DesignOne Concreting will employ to reduce the affect of
any weaknesses.
Bank Concerned With Cash Flow
Remove discounting or lessen to a lower level. Monitor COGS %, Overhead %, Debtor Days, Creditor Days.
Production of this business plan and associated financial information with KPI needed to grow cash flow.

Government Budget Cuts
Allocate sales to focus on gaining a higher percentage of the domestic market place. This needs to be
undertaken as a matter of priority so we don't get into a tendering discounting war.
New Competitor
Undertake sales training, marketing changes to a higher quality market place, win more mining work.
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4.0 Analysis (Industry, Customers, Competitors)
4.1

Industry Analysis
4.1.1

Market Overview
Concreting Services
Industry Description
Companies in this industry undertake concrete pouring or other concrete work on construction projects such
as foundation and paving concreting, general concreting and other concreting and construction.

Industry Trends
Concreting contractors play an integral role in the construction of most types of buildings and
structures, plying their skills in pouring, laying, placing and shaping concrete to form foundations, roads,
structures and panels. The Concreting Services industry ranks among the larger of the construction
services industries. Revenue is estimated to reach $8.2 billion in 2013-14, down 0.6% from 2012-13.
Industry revenue is projected to increase by an annualised 1.0% over the five years through 2013-14,
reflecting widely divergent trends in the downstream building and infrastructure markets. Fierce
competition for concreting work in the metropolitan building markets has squeezed industry profit
margins and caused many small-scale enterprises to exit the industry.
Industry Products
Concrete footpath construction Concrete
foundation construction Concrete kerb
and guttering construction Concrete
pumping
Concrete work on construction projects
Repair of kerbs, gutters or other concrete structural products
Industry (Annual Revenue)
8 Billion
Growth Rate Historical
1.0
Growth Rate Projected
1
Outlets
12,250
People Employed
27,000
Renovation
Industry Description
Companies in this industry undertake concrete pouring or other concrete work on construction projects such
as foundation and paving concreting, general concreting and other concreting and construction.

Industry Trends
Concreting contractors play an integral role in the construction of most types of buildings and
structures, plying their skills in pouring, laying, placing and shaping concrete to form foundations, roads,
structures and panels. The Concreting Services industry ranks among the larger of the construction
services industries. Revenue is estimated to reach $8.2 billion in 2013-14, down 0.6% from 2012-13.
Industry revenue is projected to increase by an annualised 1.0% over the five years through 2013-14,
reflecting widely divergent trends in the downstream building and infrastructure markets. Fierce
competition for concreting work in the metropolitan building markets has squeezed industry profit
margins and caused many small-scale enterprises to exit the industry.
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Industry Products

Industry (Annual Revenue)
8 Billion
Growth Rate Historical
1.0
Growth Rate Projected
1
Outlets
12,250
People Employed
27,000

4.1.2

Our Share of The Market
Our share of the market is the percentage of the annual industry revenue based on our forward
financial projections over the next 5 years.
We have calculated our percentage of the market to be:

4.2

Projected Year
Concreting Services- Revenue Year 1
Concreting Services- Revenue Year 2
Concreting Services- Revenue Year 3
Concreting Services- Revenue Year 4
Concreting Services- Revenue Year 5

Percentage
.0002%
.0002%
.0003%
.0003%
.0003%

Projected Year
Renovation- Revenue Year 1
Renovation- Revenue Year 2
Renovation- Revenue Year 3
Renovation- Revenue Year 4
Renovation- Revenue Year 5

Percentage
.0002%
.0002%
.0003%
.0003%
.0003%

Customer Analysis
This section of our business plan is a description of our target clients and customers groups segmented, with a
brief description of the segment described.

4.2.1

Target Customers
Below is a profile of the needs that our target clients and customers have:
Other
Government departments involved in the construction of footpaths, retaining walls and guttering.
Marital Status
Male dominated industry with the average age of the purchaser over 35 years old.
Home Ownership
Have just purchased a new home that is not part of a package arrangement. As well, existing home
owners who are renovating certain segments of their home e.g. Carport, Driveway and retaining walls.
Business Type
Government departments involved in the construction of footpaths, retaining walls and guttering.

4.2.2

Customer Needs
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Below is a profile of the needs that our target clients and customers have:
Outside Perspective
Most customers, especially Government, want a good quality product for the lowest possible price. They
will often shop abound to assess multiple quotes.
Speed
After a customer has made a decision they normally want the product yesterday and often have
unrealistic expectations.
Payment Options
Larger clients will pay you over 90 and 120 days. The smaller domestic customers help to reduce
the affect of larger clients by paying (partly upfront and at the end of a job).
Other
On time quotes, where you show up at the appointed time for the quote and get back to them in a timely
fashion.
Quality
A high quality job, to an industry standard and with an expected high quality finish are some of
the requirements needed.
Price
Most customers, especially Government, want a good quality product for the lowest possible price. They
will often shop abound to assess multiple quotes.

4. 3 Competitive Analysis
For the purpose of this analysis, a competitor has been classified as any business or action that serves our
clients and customer’s needs.
The following is an overview of our competitors within the industry.

4.3.1

Direct Competitors
BEC Concreting
Their Strengths:
They have been in the industry for a short time and are aggressive in their pricing and they
sometimes under quote jobs. They are a major threat as they are taking away work.
Their Weaknesses:
They don’t know how to price effectively to make a profit and as such they will hopefully be out of
the industry soon.
Adstyle Concretors Pty Ltd
Their Strengths:
The do good quality work and have a good reputation within our market.
Their Weaknesses:
They don't always have the construction crew to take on new work.

4.3.2

Indirect Competitors
Adoni Construction
Their Strengths:
The are larger than us and can take on more expensive projects as they have a solid capital base.
Their Weaknesses:
The smaller jobs tend to be out of their reach as the level of cash they need to fund ongoing operations.
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4.3.3

Overall Competitive Advantages
DesignOne Concreting is positioned to outperform competitors for the following reasons:

Exposure to overseas projects

Set contracts with suppliers to ensure lower cost of goods
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5.0 Marketing Plan
Our marketing plan details our products and services, pricing and promotional activities as a broad
brushed overview.
5.1

Marketing Focus
The main aim of marketing is to build a substantial brand throughout our geographic location so the business can
fulfil its sales goals over the next five years. The business will be known as the premier supplier for our industry
and as a result we will attract a higher quantity and quality of client.
The focus of marketing over the next 12 months is twofold (1) to build high, to moderate quality leads, which will
convert into high paying clients, and (2) the creation of a purpose built client fulfilment area within the business
to ensure the initial single purchase clients can become long term clients.

5.2

Products, Service & Pricing
The following is a list of products and / or services groups that DesignOne Concreting sells to its customers. The
list has been segmented into: (a) name of the product and / or service; and (b) the average price achieved for the
product and / or service; and (c) a description of the product and / or service.
House Slab
$17,000.00

Concrete slabs for new houses. Where we construct the concrete foundations for a new home and the rest of
the home is constructed by a developer.
Shed and Tank Concrete
Slabs $5,100.00
With the past water shortages - the government has defined all new homes have water storage tanks. This has
also flowed across to pre-existing homes. This product is a concrete foundation for Water Tanks and New Shed
foundations.
Driveways
$2,328.00
A driveway from the carport, garage to the front footpath. Normally pre existing home owners order this service
from us. Some builders will have us undertake this work - however at a lower margin.
Concrete Foundations
$12,000.00

Concrete foundations for home units, small multi story dwellings. This is where we do not construct the
dwellings ourselves but do the form work and concrete work for other builders.
Retaining Walls
$25,000.00
Multi Level Construction
$500,000.00
Skate Parks
$95,000.00
Foot Paths
$15,000.00
Mining Works
$12,000.00

5.3

Promotions Plan (New Clients)
DesignOne Concreting will use the following lead generation tactics to attract new clients and customers into
the business:
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5.4

•

Government Contracts For Larger Volume Sales

•

Trade For Longer Hours To Create A Competitive Advantage

•

Hold Events, Board Room Events, Evening Events, Social Events

•

Promote Your Business On Youtube / Create Interest In Your Business On YouTube

•

Look toward CRM vendor providers and check for more cost effective CRM systems that do the same job.

Promotions Plan (Repeat Business)
DesignOne Concreting will use the following repeat business generation tactics to attract existing clients
and customers back to the business:
The information within this sub section has been left blank on purpose, however the heading has been included
to demonstrate all aspects of the business (inclusions and non inclusions).

5.5

Distribution Plan
Clients and customers buy from DesignOne Concreting via the following methods:
Direct Sales
The business uses a form of direct sales from leads derived out of marketing via yellow Pages online, Tender
lists and Website activities.
Multiple Outlets
The business has a strategy to open multiple outlets throughout Australia. We have two current offices e.g.
Chermside and Gladstone and a plan to open a third office in the western suburbs of Sydney.

5.6

Customer Managment
5.6.1

How Customers Are Managed
We have a Job Management CRM system which keeps track

5.6.2

How We Track Purchase History

5.6.3

Overall Pricing Strategy
We use a strategy of 'price discrimination' where we set a different price for the same products and
services within different segments of our markets.

5.7

Social Media
Social Media owned by DesignOne Concreting and the purpose for the social media site(s) have been listed here:
Website
www.designoneconcretingaustralia.com
Builds credibility and is the main site for customers to visit.
Website
www.designonechermside.com.au
Main site for the Chermside facility.
Website
www.designonegladstone.com.au
Main site for the Gladstone facility.

Website
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www.yourconcreting.com.au
Lead generation for concrete driveways.
Facebook
www.facebook.com/designoneconcreting
Builds connection with our local communities.
LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/simonscott

To manage Simon's professional identity, build and engage with his professional networks and access knowledge,
insights and opportunities.
Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/designoneconcreting/

Sharing insight into professional activities, relating to an alternate and fresh market via pictures
Twitter
@DesignOneConcreting2013
A way to keep up with current business trends
YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/D1C2013asXl

To engage and inspire our audience via project updates
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6.0 Sales Plan
6.1

Sales Highlights
Below is an overview of sales / revenue highlights for DesignOne Concreting . A fuller picture of our
Financial Projections can be found within 7.0 Financial Projections.

6.1.1

Revenue
The following graph shows the projected revenue from sales for DesignOne Concreting over a projected
five-year period.

6.1.2

Sales by Products and Services
The below graph depicts the projected products and services sold for the first projected year of sales.
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6.2

Products and Services By Gross Sales Per Projected Year
The following is a list of products and services groups that DesignOne Concreting sells to its customers. The list
has been segmented into: (a) name of the products and services; and (b) the total sales for each year.

House Slab
Shed and Tank Concrete Slabs
Driveways
Concrete Foundations
Retaining Walls
Multi Level Construction
Skate Parks
Foot Paths
Mining Works

6.3

Year 1
$

Year 2
$

Year 3
$

Year 4
$

Year 5
$

612,000
56,100
0
144,000
150,000
500,000
190,000
90,000
72,000

673,200
61,710
0
146,880
173,250
510,000
190,000
99,000
72,000

740,520
67,881
0
149,818
200,104
520,200
190,000
108,900
69,840

814,572
74,669
0
152,814
231,120
530,604
190,000
119,790
68,443

940,831
82,136
0
155,870
266,943
541,216
190,000
131,769
67,074

Employees Involved In Sales
Those people who hold a position within DesignOne Concreting where a percentage of their time is spent in
the area of sales are listed below.
Person

% In Sales

Simon Scott
James Scott
Harry Scott
Samantha John-Jones

6.4

30%
85%
2%
3%

Current Methods Of Distribution
Distribution of our products and services are undertaken via the following methods:
Direct Sales
The business uses a form of direct sales from leads derived out of marketing via yellow Pages online, Tender
lists and Website activities.
Multiple Outlets
The business has a strategy to open multiple outlets throughout Australia. We have two current offices e.g.
Chermside and Gladstone and a plan to open a third office in the western suburbs of Sydney.

6.5

Customer Needs Assessment
DesignOne Concreting has identified the following customer needs:
Outside Perspective
Most customers, especially Government, want a good quality product for the lowest possible price. They will
often shop abound to assess multiple quotes.
Speed
After a customer has made a decision they normally want the product yesterday and often have
unrealistic expectations.
Payment Options
Larger clients will pay you over 90 and 120 days. The smaller domestic customers help to reduce the affect of
larger clients by paying (partly upfront and at the end of a job).
Other
On time quotes, where you show up at the appointed time for the quote and get back to them in a timely fashion.
Quality
A high quality job, to an industry standard and with an expected high quality finish are some of the
requirements needed.
Price
Most customers, especially Government, want a good quality product for the lowest possible price. They will
often shop abound to assess multiple quotes.
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6.6

Customer Segmentation
DesignOne Concreting has identified the following customer segments:
Other
Government departments involved in the construction of footpaths, retaining walls and guttering.
Marital Status
Male dominated industry with the average age of the purchaser over 35 years old.
Home Ownership
Have just purchased a new home that is not part of a package arrangement. As well, existing home owners who
are renovating certain segments of their home e.g. Carport, Driveway and retaining walls.
Business Type
Government departments involved in the construction of footpaths, retaining walls and guttering.

6.7

Sales - Conversion Improvement
DesignOne Concreting will use the following sales conversion improvement tactics to convert initial enquiry into
a sale:
•

6.8

Flowchart Your Sales Process

Sales - Average Value Sold Improvement
DesignOne Concreting will use the following methods to improve the average value sold to the customer at time
of sale:
_______
•
Ask People To Buy Some More Product
•
_______
Change Product Mix To Your Own Line
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7.0 Operations Plan
Our operational plan covers the key day-to-day processes that DesignOne Concreting performs which are
integral to the ongoing operational success of our business. As well, the key milestones have been included
which DesignOne Concreting believe are important.
7.1

Operation Focus
Operations will focus on the development of more robust systems to increase the capabilities and productivity of
our team. We will systems the routine and humanise the exceptions so our customers experience a consistent level
of service.

7.2

Key Operational Process
The following is a list of those key operation areas that DesignOne Concreting performs which are integral to
the ongoing operational success of our business. As well, the key milestones have been included which
DesignOne Concreting believes are important.

7.3

Milestones
The Milestones listed on this page are key to the success of the business, and although not an exhaustive list,
the page gives a clear indication of the direction DesignOne Concreting needs to take.
$108,000 in Profits
To turn a $57,800 loss factor into a $61,000 profit over the coming 12 months. This will be a total turnaround of
around 118,800 for the 12 months. This will be achieved form a slight increase in revenue from a change in out
discounting policy (10% down to 8% or less).
Start Date: 1/07/2016
Completion Date: 01 year

Open a 3rd Office In Sydney
Open a third office in the western suburbs of Sydney to take advantage of the predicted 5% - 10% growth in
new housing developments.
Start Date: 1/07/2016
Completion Date: 02 years

7.4

Management Team
Key members of the management team, their duties, their unique qualities and education have been listed below.
Simon Scott ( Director and CEO )
Their Duties:
Ensure all daily operations are compliant
Be informed of and understand financial position at all
times Ensure all staff are adequately trained
Ensure KPI's are met by all staff members
Maintain relevant responsibilities pertaining to shareholders
Assist external administrators by providing company records

Unique Qualities:
Strong leader
Proficient
managerial
qualities Clear thinker
Education:
Bachelor of Business
Certificate III in Concreting

James Scott ( Head of Tender & Construction )
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Their Duties:
Compile estimates of products or services to clients
Assess material, labour and equipment required
Analyse quotes from sub-contractors and suppliers for tenders
Client and supplier liaison on all projects
Maintain bill of quantities and drawings
Maintain compliance on all projects
Unique Qualities:
Thorough understanding of various projects
Worked overseas so have seen alternate strategies to implement
Strong communicator and negotiator
Education:
Cert III in Construction Management
Cert II in Business
Harry Scott ( CFO )
Their Duties:
Ensure financial position of company is maintained
Ensure company trades solvent
Ensure transactions and financial position are explainable
Report all findings to Director in an efficient and timely manner
Manage all strategic and tactical matters
Manage budget management, cost–benefit analysis and forecasting
Secure funding where required
Unique Qualities:
Compliant
Analytical thinker
Education:
Bachelor of Accounting & Finance
Samantha John-Jones ( Accounts )
Their Duties:
Keep adequate financial records
Enter all relevant data in accounting software
Produce reports as required
Reception duties & order office supplies as required
Maintain records of products & stock
Maintain client & project records
Unique Qualities:
Strong customer liaison
Highly organised
Good time management skills
Education:
Cert IV in Bookkeeping
Cert II in Business Management

7.5

Board Members
Key members of the management team, their duties, their unique qualities and education have been listed below.

Simon Scott
Unique Qualities:
• Strong leader
Education:
• Bachelor of Business
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Harry Scott
Unique Qualities:
• Compliant
Education:
• Bachelor of Accounting & Finance

7.6

Management Focus
The focus of the management team over the next 12 months and beyond, is to build a stable, high quality team
with capabilities in the areas of marketing, sales and client fulfillment. The key will be to find good quality
prospective clients, convert those into paying clients and then to build long-term business advisory relationships.
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8.0 Financial Plan
8.1

Revenue And Profit Highlights
At the formation of this business plan, DesignOne Concreting has projected a positive Net Profit Before Tax $
331,095 (18.25%) for the first projected year, a positive Net Profit Before Tax $ 378,814 (19.67%) for projected
year 2, a positive Net Profit Before Tax $ 476,717 (23.29%) for projected year 3, a positive Net Profit Before Tax $
542,035 (24.84%) for projected year 4 and a positive Net Profit Before Tax $ 635,651 (26.75%) for the 5th and final
projected year.

8.2

Projected Overheads
The below graph depicts the overhead expenses, of up to 15 expense areas, for the business and does not
include any Cost Of Goods Sold.
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8.3

Financial Ratios
The financial ratios have been included in the Executive Summary to give clarity toward the operational viability
of DesignOne Concreting. All standard business financial ratios have been included, however some may not be
appropriate and will be marked with an – to indicate no value.
30 Jun, 2017

30 Jun, 2018

30 Jun, 2019

30 Jun, 2020

30 Jun, 2021

44.2%
55.8%
25.3%
18.3%

44%
56%
24%
19.7%

43.5%
56.5%
19.9%
23.3%

44.2%
55.8%
19.1%
24.8%

44.9%
55.1%
17.9%
26.8%

Growth Measures
Revenue Growth%
Gross Profit Growth%
Net Profit Growth%

-12.2%
-4.3%
1506.2%

6.2%
5.7%
14.4%

6.3%
5.1%
25.8%

6.6%
8.2%
13.7%

8.9%
10.5%
17.3%

Efficiency Measures
Days Receivable
Inventory Days
Days Payable
Current Ratio
Debt Ratio

45
7
7
3.09
.509

45
7
7
5.19
.301

45
7
7
7.74
.198

45
7
7
10.55
.142

45
7
7
14.17
.107

Profitability Measures
Gross Profit Margin
Cost of Goods%
Overheads%
Net Profit Before Tax%

8.4

Financial Outcomes
Improve cash flow in areas of price increase, or more exactly - reduction of the need to discount, a reduction in
cost of goods as a percentage of revenue, and overheads reduction as a percentage of revenue.
Change our policies toward debtors so we get a greater portion of cash in advance plus improve supplier
relations so we have the ability to increase money outstanding.

8.5

Funding Requirements
The following is a list of funding requirements that DesignOne Concreting believes are important to the
ongoing success of DesignOne Concreting.
Requirement
General Operational Funds

8.6

Amount
120,000

Exit Strategy
We will sell our company in the public markets via an initial public offering. Our management team and owners
will remain in place for a period of 3 years. We will sell some stock after the 3 years and our company will
continue to operate much as it has in the past.
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8.7 Profit and Loss
Statement Date
Period Length
Currency

Revenue
Cost of Goods
Gross Profit
Overheads
Key People Salary
Depreciation
EBIT
Interest Expense
Net Profit Before Tax
Taxes
Extra Ordinary Expense
Net Income
Dividends
Adjustments
Retained Earnings

30 Jun, 2017
12 Months
$
Projection
Budget

30 Jun, 2018
12 Months
$
Projection
Budget

30 Jun, 2019
12 Months
$
Projection
Budget

30 Jun, 2020
12 Months
$
Projection
Budget

30 Jun, 2021
12 Months
$
Projection
Budget

1,814,100
1,012,470
801,630
129,783
317,000
10,000
331,847
752
331,095
0

1,926,040
1,078,564
847,476
184,809
264,636
5,000
379,891
1,077
378,814
0

2,047,263
1,156,531
890,732
130,302
264,636
5,000
477,512
795
476,717
0

2,182,012
1,217,828
964,184
130,652
272,575
5,000
542,530
496
542,035
0

2,375,839
1,310,193
1,065,646
130,491
280,752
5,000
635,830
179
635,651
0

331,095
16,555

378,814
18,941

476,717
23,836

542,035
27,102

635,651
31,783

314,540

359,873

452,881

514,933

603,868
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